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Memories are nice, but that's all they are...
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1 - Hitohira no Hanabira...
A lone blosom...
Comes and remembers me the days...
Where we used to laugh at nothing...
Where the world could've colapsed...
And we wouldn't even gave a damn...
How do I know that thoes times are long gone...
Times where we tought alike...
Times where I knew how to fight tears back...
Without having to scream...
A lone blosom...
Come and stabs me with hurtful memories...
Where I used to say that love is stupid...
Where I was shamelessly shouting stuff in the streets...
And I would just laugh at people's faces...
How do I sometimes wish to win you back...
As days pass, I realize I lost you...
As months pass, I know It's useless to fight...
You gave-up on me anyways...
A lone blosom...
Flies in front of me, as if laughing at time...
Showing me thoes images of us...
Showing me all that I have lost...
To the hands of my errors...
I know we each have our fight...
Yours might be for a reason to live...
And yours to be understood and understand...
But what is mine, in all of that?
A lone blosom...
Lands gentely on my cold skin...
Trying to comfort me in these hard times...
Trying to make me forget that I'm alone...
Just to help me survive...
A lone blosom...
Merges with my empty soul...
Giving me the strenth to move on...

Giving me the impression that...
It's not the end of the world...
If I'm useless...
If I'm losing everything
If I'm myself...
A lone blosom...
At last purges me from my crimes...
For hiding myself behind a mask...
For being unperfect...
For being an awful friend...
For having a future...
For thinking what I want to think...
In this ever changing world...
I finally understood...
That I don't have my place...
Anywhere else then into darkness...
So I begg you everyone...
Put me back where you found me...
Into everlasting rain of blames...
Into never the neverending storms of mental wounds...
For this is the only place I deserve to be...
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